BOXBOROUGH SELECT BOARD
PLANNING WORKSHOP
Meeting Minutes
August 9, 2021
Approved: _October 4, 2021____
PRESENT:

John Markiewicz, Chair; Les Fox, Clerk; Wes Fowlks, Member; Jennifer Campbell,
Member; and Diana Lipari, Member

ALSO PRESENT:

Carter Terenzini, Interim Town Administrator; Becky Harris, Town Clerk; Cheryl
Mahoney, Administrative Assistant; Kirby Dolak, BXB-TV Supervisor

OPEN SESSION
At 7:04 PM, Chair Markiewicz open the Select Board meeting.
The documents discussed herein have been included with the file copy of the agenda packet for the above referenced date and
are hereby incorporated by reference.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Chair Markiewicz advised that this event is a workshop for the Board so public comments will not be invited.
DISCUSSION TOPICS
Item #3, was taken out of order.
PUBLIC RECORDS REQUESTS
There have been numerous public records requests that have been submitted in recent weeks. Significant staffing
hours have been needed to address them. It was determined that it would be helpful if we develop a concrete Public
Records policy and process manual. Memo that Town Clerk Harris developed for tonight’s discussions is the first
step. Harris spoke to memo and the various public records related interactions that she has had since being
appointed. She outlined those areas that needed clarification and stronger definition e.g. when is it simply asking a
question and when is it an actual public records request. It was further noted that though information may be
provided in response to a Public Records Requests [PRR] that information may be sensitive as in the case of PRRs
that are submitted to the Public Safety departments. The Secretary of State’s Office also have a list of exemption
and redactable information that Records Access Officers [RAO] utilize when preparing responses. The Board
provided their input on this issue. There was discussion as to the information currently provided on the Town Clerk’s
page regarding Public Records Requests [PRR] processes and the areas that could do with improvement. It was noted
that the more information that the Town is able to publish to the website, the less need there is for someone to seek
this information through a PPR. It was noted that there have been concerns about the ease of “searchability” of the
current website. There was discussion about maintaining a tracking database for these PRRs. Submitted PRRs are a
matter of public record. Board members related their previous expertise with the PRR process, seeking to define if
question or PRR and the significant costs that can be involved. There was discussion as to the difference between
PRR and the litigation discovery process. form and addressed the costs concerns. There was discussion as to Town
officials submitting PRRs. They would be deemed members of the public if they are requesting materials outside of
the scope of the business taken up by the board they are sitting on and therefore obligated to pay the related
production costs. There was discussion as to determining a base fee and the related incremental costs associated
with production e.g. paper copies, e.g. linens, copying to media – usb, etc…. The secretary of state has a strict
structure as to what we are allowed to charge. Electronic document production and acceptance of the requester

eliminates this. There was discussion as to the handling of requests for historic/archived materials. Applying
redactions is also a concern; when to involve Town Counsel is an item that may need further refinement. Continuity
and consistency across all departments and boards/committees is essential. A manual would give the staff direction
and allow for more transparency with the public. Main purpose of tonight’s discussion to provide direction to our
Records Access Officers [RAO] going forward. This was a good start.
Upon the completion of this discussion Harris left the meeting
STAFFING PLAN
The focus of this discussion is to provide definition and scope to this Board objective. “Staffing Plan” – this is a generic
term, with no standard template. ITA Terenzini noted that in his experience a department’s work load dictates its
staffing model and referred to the components that can be used as the metrics for determining FTE e.g. equipment;
recommended time terms of usage; functions; factor in out of office time; annual certification/training requirements
all can impact any formulation. However, not all municipal functions have clear measurables. Significant demands
for more and more services are coming in; our demographics have changed significantly; what are the needs in the
community and we have staff saying they are overwhelmed. There is a real concern about burn out and employee
retention. Another element are the office space constraints. There needs to be clarification as to size and scope of
this. What are the critical needs. There has been concern in the past when staffing augmentations were requested
there was little, if any, supporting materials provided. There are some serious concerns. Employees to feel valued.
Many are asked to provide services outside of their scope and there is little, if any, path for advancement. We need
to protect continuity as many departments are managed by only one staff member. It was suggested that a structure
and timeline similar to the Capital Plan could be used [2-5 years out]. Also, voters have decided to maintain a lower
tax threshold. What does it look like for staff when their staffing requests are being set aside. We need to educate
voters to the Town’s staffing needs. It was noted that there are come technology inefficiencies that need to be
considered e.g. multiple similar software programs deployed in various departments and requiring miscellaneous
staff to troubleshoot instead of having an in-house IT support. There was discussion as to the other community
concerns that may be provided staff support e.g. sustainability concerns. There was discussion as to the Town’s
practice of sharing resources with other communities. We have good people but they are being asked to work across
departments and they are being spread too thin.
ITA Terenzini thanked the Board for their feedback. This task is significant and cannot be easily done in the limited
time the Board is requesting. The scope that has been communicated is the Board is looking for a “build-out” of
services provided and needed from Town Hall; definition of the level of demand; how to organize the work force;
physical office configurations can be a big element; along with a limited review of Town Hall and DPW staffing as it
seems to be running lean. This will be a challenge. He anticipates coming back to the Board with something in a few
weeks.
REVIEW OF FY ' 21 BSB GOALS
The Board reviewed these goals. Updates were provided and those items that have been addressed were noted as
completed. ITA Terenzini Carter requested that the Board provide him with direction as to prioritizing their
goals/objectives for him, focusing on their three top goals. These will allow him to focus his direction and energies
for the limited time and service duration that he will be providing to the Town.
Board members were polled to provide their critical priorities:
Markiewicz – re-establish team spirit; help acquire new TA; mentor existing staff; hire new BICAO; complete
compensation study so we can enter into contract negotiations; more frequent joint meetings with FinCom as
budget develops; Development of Beaverbrook site – e.g. Development Agreement; Improve communications
among Town Board; Common policy for capital purchases and disposal; Capital acquisition presentation processes;
Review technology spending and transparency with the public.
Fowlks - How do we build and empower Town Hall staff? We need to demonstrate we care about employees. Think
creatively. Generate a work perspective campaign to attract potential employees e.g. Boxborough is a good place to
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work. Focus on policies that may need to be improved or instituted it would help staff and residents. Assigning
procedural Contract tasks to Town Counsel.
Lipari – Priorities for her, negotiating contract(s); and finding a new Town Administrator. Providing a clear road map
aka Org chart identifying gaps, defining roles of staff and the interactions with boards/committees. Transparency.
Spending the federal funds that are available to the Town.
Campbell – Policies. In 2019 the Policy Committee undertook a review and update of existing policies; however,
updates may be needed. Prioritize a review the Land Use Board functions.
Fox – His priorities are the CBA discussions Comp. Study and contracts, go hand and hand; TA Search; Boasting morale
and improving town spirit; and defining staffing needs. His focus on this is concerning the public safety building
project. Water issues are also a priority. These issues are becoming more complex and will see more and more linked
actions.
Terenzini – The priorities of this Board will determine the profile of the TA you are seeking. This input will be taken,
refined and brought back to the Board.
TOWN ADMINISTRATOR RECRUITMENT
There was discussion as to information [e.g. links] that ITA Terenzini had provided to the Board. The three governing
documents that dictate the Town Administrator’s role are inconsistent with each other. Communication between
the Board and the Administrator’s office is essential to address these concerns. These items highlighted and concerns
that have been identified will need further discussion.
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENTS
The negotiations for the subsequent agreements with the three Collective Bargaining Units will be coming up soon.
The Board will be discussing this further in Executive Session.
EXECUTIVE SESSION
At 9:25 PM, Member Fowlks moved to adjourn to conduct an Executive Session via a separate ZOOM event, and not
to return to Open Session after completion of the Executive Session to conduct strategy sessions with respect to
collective bargaining negotiations (All CBUs), per C30A §21 (a) subsection 3, further noting that to discuss in open
session may have a detrimental effect on the negotiating position of the Board. Seconded by Member Campbell.
Approved: 5-0 by Roll Call Fox “aye,” Lipari “aye,” Campbell “aye,” Fowlks “aye,” and Markiewicz “aye.”
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TOWN OF BOXBOROUGH
NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING

Amended
8/6/2021

SELECT BOARD - PLANNING WORKSHOP
Meeting Agenda - Workshop Meeting
Monday, August 9, 2021
7:00 PM
Conducted via a ZOOM Event
Item #

Action
Vote/
Accept &
POF

Estimated
Start Time

This meeting is being conducted via Remote Participation, pursuant to the Current Executive Order. See the end of this
Agenda for remote participation instructions for the Regular Session portion of this meeting

I.

7:00 PM OPEN SESSION

Select Board meetings have a number of topics and issues that must be discussed and deliberated by the Board. We ask that residents hold their comments
until the Board has had the opportunity to get their questions answered. Due to time constraints, the Board may not be able to accommodate comments
from all residents on all topics. Please wait to be recognized by the Chair before addressing the Board. We ask that participants be respectful and civil. We
thank you for your understanding.

II.

III.

DISCUSSION TOPICS
Staffing Plan
1.
Review of FY ' 21 BSB Goals
2.
Public Records Requests
3.
Town Administrator Recruitment
4.
Collective Bargaining Agreements
5.
8:55 PM
Executive Session
Vote to adjourn to conduct an Executive Session via a separate ZOOM event, and not to return to
Open Session after completion of the Executive Session:
To conduct strategy sessions with respect to collective bargaining negotiations (All CBUs), per
C30A §21 (a) subsection 3.

VOTE:

Note: The Chair shall note that to discuss in open session may have a detrimental effect on the negotiating
position of the Board.

IV.

8:55 PM Adjourn
2021: 8/16; 8/30; 9/13; 9/27; 10/4; 10/18; 11/1; 11/15; 11/29; and 12/13
FY22 GOALS WORKSHOP: Sat. 9/25/21
Boxborough Leadership Forum (BLF): 9/1
2022: 1/3; 1/24
FY 23 Budget Workshop: Sat. 1/15/22 [Joint w/FinCom]
To Join Event:

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82366663493?pwd=TEo4R01zZDFueWNUOGxucnkxOThWQT09
One tap mobile:

Meeting ID: 823 6666 3493
Passcode: 810467
+13126266799,,82366663493# US (Chicago)
+19292056099,,82366663493# US (New York)

Dial by your location:

+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 929 205 6099 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kckPw7SxVu

VOTE:

B OXBOROUGH S ELECT B OARD
29 Middle Road, Boxborough, Massachusetts 01719
Phone: (978) 264-1712 · Fax: (978) 264-3127
www.boxborough-ma.gov
John Markiewicz, Chair

Leslie Fox, Clerk

Wesley Fowlks

Jennifer Campbell

Diana Lipari

MEMORANDUM
To:

Select Board

From:

Carter Terenzini, Interim Town Administrator

Subject:

Workshop Discussion Items

Date:

August 4, 2021

CC:

R. Hudson

______________________________________________________________________________
1. During my interview and subsequent conversations with several of you, I have heard the phrase
staffing plan as a desired work-product. I am seeking to understand exactly what it is you are
looking for as an end work product.
2. Attached is the list supplied to me by the Chair of your FY ’21 goals. I understand that in
September we shall meet to review your FY ’22 goals. What I am seeking is your highest
priority tasks for me during my time with you.
3. During a recent spate of public records requests I saw that there was no formal guidance policy
in place to ensure that similar requests from different people were dealt with in a uniform
manner, cost estimates were delivered in accord with statute, and staff and legal time were
minimized in preparing an appropriate response. This is the start of a discussion to more fully
flesh out a step by step response procedure that expands beyond the state’s guidance manual.
4. When one works backwards from a July 1+/- entry date of your next Town Administrator, it is
amazing how quickly the calendar can evaporate. This is to discuss the overall process you
might wish to engage in as you go through that process - such as the use of professional
recruiters, committees, profile and challenge statements and the like - in order to ensure a timely
success of your recruitment. You will find some interesting documents if you click here, click
here, click here, and finally here for some examples of the kinds of documents available to you
as you go forward.
5. This is to discuss your strategy with respect to your upcoming negotiations with respect to your
three Collective bargaining Agreements expiring in June of 2022.

Carter Terenzini, Interim Town Administrator
cterenzini@boxborough-ma.gov

Goals
All citizens will be accorded respect, courtesy, and fair due process by Town employees and members of all boards and commissions dealing with the public. Policies will be created for key government functions, based upon generally
accepted practices throughout the Commonwealth.
Promote transparency in town government. Continue to provide information about town government, including related documents (e.g. minutes, bylaws, contracts), on town's website.
Expand the communication channels among the BSB, department heads and boards/commissions - by instituting formal quarterly meetings with department heads and meetings at least semi-annually with all boards. Liaisons should
meet with department heads on a monthly basis. Expand communication channels among the Select Board, keeping all members informed.
Reinforce a high level of accountability flowing down from the BSB to the departments by creating overall goals for the town government and flowing specific contributing objectives and priorities to the department heads. Performance
reviews will be based upon an accounting of actual performance against the agreed-upon objectives and priorities. Refine performance tool.
Formalize a personnel and capital resource planning activity in order to effectively prioritize potential personnel additions, infrastructure requirements, capital equipment purchases, and other large discretionary acquisitions such as land
purchases in an environment of limited and possibly shrinking resources. This will require department heads, boards and commissions to carefully forecast personnel, infrastructure, capital, and real property needs and priorities. These
individual forecasts will be integrated and prioritized from a town-wide perspective in order to constitute comprehensive five-year and ten-year plans that will form the basis for effective town meeting actions.

Annual Goals Workshop
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FY2021
Update September 2020

BSB Chair

BSB/TA

Annually in
September;
status of goals to
be reviewed semiannually.

Updated September 26, 2020
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Establish several realistic goals and participate in regional and statewide municipal organizations working toward improvements in local revenue distributions, effective development policies, regional management of emergency services,
affordable housing policies and other resource management issues. Review potential for consolidation of services within the town.

Next review February 2021

1

Ryan Ferrara

Wes Fowlks

Aug-18

Aug-20

2

Develop a more robust
website for the Town.
Explore use of social media
for communications,
outreach
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Project Complete

Completed - To be removed from list

Planning Board agreed to
videotape their meetings.
The first meeting taped for
broadcast January 2019.

Completed - To be removed from list

BSB to explore the use of
the email list and social
media.
Transparency: Expand
videotaping of meetings to
include Planning Board and
FinCom

Les Fox
Susan Bak
Kirby Dolak

Les Fox
Susan Bak
Kirby Dolak

Oct-18

Dec-18

Reach out to Planning
Board, FinCom and Town
Moderator to encourage
video taping of meetings

3
FinCom decided against
videotaping their meetings.

Capital Asset Management
Plan

Ryan Ferrara

BSB Chair
BICAO
Dept. Heads

Jul-15

Jun-19

Develop a plan to determine
the best course of action to
pursue this goal..

Town Administrator to follow up with
Town Accountant /Finance Director and
Finance Committee to determine next
steps.

Consider hiring a consultant
to do the initial plan and
update every 5 years.

4

Capital Plan
5

FY2021
Update September 2020

FinCom
BSB Chair

FinCom Chair

Sep-10

Ongoing

Excel linked spreadsheet by On-going business practice
years and departments in
detail, including annual debt
service. Create live tool to
see potential impact on debt
service.

Completed - To be removed from list

2

Sep-18

FY2021

Comprehensive town wide
plan, including staffing,
budgeting and growth

Town Hall structure

Ryan

BSB

Sep-18

Dec-19

Review existing Town Hall
structure to determine if
there are any areas that
would benefit from
reorganization or additional
staffing

Town Hall Improvements

Ryan Ferrara

Maria Neyland
Bob Stemple

Jun-17

Jan-18

Grange meeting room stage Phase 1: Demolition. Stage
removed. Lobby and
offices framed and finished.

Nov-18

Jan-19

Drop ceiling - replace
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FY2021
Update September 2020

Ryan Ferrara

Major Department
Heads

Ryan Ferrara

Fire Chief
Wes Fowlks

Feb-18

New structure with additional
staff approved at ATM.

Phase 2: Floor, ceiling and
columns

Replace Grange Meeting
Room floor

Phase 3

Cable

Phase 4

N
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Completed - To be removed from list

Completed - To be removed from list
11/30/2017
Completed - To be removed from list
5/20/2019

5/20/2019
5/20/2019

Completed - To be removed from list
Completed - To be removed from list

Foundation repointing

Pending, but overall this goal has been
completed

Feb-21

Create a written disaster
recovery and continuity of
operations plan.

Town Administrator to work with Town
Hall and DPW Department Heads to
develop a disaster recovery and
continuity of operations plan.

Feb-21

Updated CEMP, semi-annual
meetings

Town Administrator to work with Fire
Chief and Police Chief on updating
CEMP and presenting to the Select
Board

e

Disaster Recovery and
Continuity of Operations
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Ryan Ferrara and
Jennifer Barrett

7

9

Revised Goal - Town Accountant/Finance
Director and Town Administrator to
present quarterly budget updates and
review of the five-year operational plan

5 year operational plan
6
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Fire Chief
Wes Fowlks

Disposition of Foreclosed &
Tax Title Properties

Ryan Ferrara

Town
Treasurer/Collector

Stow Road Task Force

Ryan Ferrara
Les Fox
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Feb-21

Emergency preparedness
guide for residents

Fall 2011

Feb-21

Possible revenue to town

Assessor and
Treasurer/Collector met with
the Select Board to discuss
preliminary steps. Need to
develop a strategy for next
steps

Pending. Need to develop separate
plans and outreach for the disposition of
foreclosed properties and tax title
properties. For disposition of properties,
need input from Town
Boards/Committees on parcels including
Cons Com, Ag Com, BoH, Housing
Board and W RC.

Fall 2011

2019

Develop a plan for moving
forward with affordable
housing project

On hold.

Completed - To be removed from list

10

Town Administrator to work with Fire
Chief and Police Chief on developing
emergency preparedness guide for
residents.

11

11

May need this site for
Public Safety facility, if all
other options don't pan out.

Policies and procedures for
Boards, Committees and
Commissions

Susan Bak

Policy Advisory
Committee
Select Board

Sep-18

2019

Update policies and
procedures to ensure they
current and reflect the
mission of the BSB.

All Select Board policies
under review.

Completed - To be removed from list

Drug and Alcohol testing
policy

Ryan Ferrara
Maria Neyland

Police, Fire, Dispatch

Sep-18

Jun-21

Create a written policy for
union employees.

To be taken up during the
2020-2021 Collective
Bargaining sessions with the
Police, Fire and Dispatch
unions

To be Removed - Topic being
incorporated into the 2020-2121
Collective Bargaining sessions with the
Police, Fire and Dispatch Unions

Renegotiation of Cable
Licenses

Ryan Ferrara and Kirby
Dolak

Cable Renewal
Committee - To be
developed/appointed

Sep-20

Sep-22

Recommendation to
designate a committee and
conduct public hearings to
renew the Comcast and
Verizon

Committee to be developed
and first meeting to take
place within six- months.

Ten year cable contracts are due to be
renewed in September 2022.

12

13

14

FY2021
Update September 2020

4

Ryan Ferrara and BSB

BSB, EDC, PB,
Conservation
Commission and
WRC

Sep-20

Work to support the findings
of the U Mass Landscape
Architect and Regional
Planning Department report
on economic development.
This work should be
collaborative with the BSB,
EDC, PB Conservation
Commission and WRC

Establish and support the
work of a Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion Committee

Wes Fowlks

Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion Committee

Sep-20

Work to support and
promote the work of the
Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion Committee

FY2021
Update September 2020
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New Goal for September 2020

New Goal for September
2020

New Goal for September 2020

5

Draft Outline: Public Records Requests Guidance Doc – for BSB mtg 8-9-21

Public Records Requests Guidance: Outline
Goal: to develop a guidance document for town Records Access Officers (RAOs). The purpose of this
document is to create consistent responses to Public Records Requests, and streamline the process so
that requestors know what to expect and responses to requests are adhering to the Public Records Law.
According to 950 CMR 32.00, we should: “prepare guidelines of the agency or municipality that enable
the person seeking access to public records in the custody of the agency or municipality to make
informed requests regarding the availability of such public records electronically or otherwise. The
guidelines shall include a list of categories of public records maintained by the agency or municipality
and such list shall be updated periodically; each agency or municipality that maintains a website shall
post the guidelines on its website”
Are our guidelines for Public Records Requests clear and available to the public?
 The Town website information on PRR is here https://www.boxborough-ma.gov/224/PublicRecords-Requests and the fillable pdf is here: Public Records Access Regulations (PDF)
*needs to be updated
*********************************************************************
Questions to answer before response:
o

Is this a Public Records Request?
 If yes, do we need to answer in writing with “Required Elements” from Public Records Regs?
 If yes, we need to respond within 10 business days

o

Who is making the request and for what purpose?
 If it is historical research for furtherance of public policy, we may want to consider waiving
fees?
 Is the request for commercial purposes?
 KP Law (2014): “the analysis a municipal records custodian undergoes upon receipt of a
public records request is generally the same regardless of who seeks copies of the records”

o

Who is the RAO / who will respond to the request?
 Current RAOs: Town Clerk, Town Administrator, Chief Ryder, Lt. O’Brien, Chief Fillebrown
 Although not RAOs, town Planner/Assessor/Building Dept get requests for large format
printing, documents, etc.

o

How long will it take to produce the records?

o

Are redactions necessary?
 Do we need to consult with Town Counsel about redactions and other details of our
response?
 Fees cannot be charged for time spent redacting records

Draft Outline: Public Records Requests Guidance Doc – for BSB mtg 8-9-21

o

Will we charge a fee?
 In municipalities with fewer than 20,000 residents as of the last U.S. decennial census, the
requestor can be charged for all employee time necessary to respond to the request. See
950 CMR 32.07(2)(m).
 If less than XX minutes, easily obtained electronic documents, then no?
 If more than XX minutes, open-ended or complicated requests, then yes or suggest
modifications to the request to make it more easily obtained?
 If fees will be charged, must include a detailed written estimate of the costs of
responding must be provided
 Fees for time required to be based upon prorated hourly rate of lowest paid person
capable of doing the work (currently $23.07/hr), regardless of who actually
performs the work, capped at $25.00/hr, except as otherwise may be authorized by
the Supervisor of Records
 Records should be provided electronically whenever possible
 Photocopies are $0.05/page whether double or single-sided
 *KP Law printout from 2014 states: “photocopies, $0.20 per pages, computer
printouts, $0.50 per pages; and for records not susceptible to ordinary means of
reproduction, the actual cost to provide a copy”
 The records custodian may wait until receipt of the applicable fees prior to
performing the work necessary to comply with the request

Public Records Law was updated June 11, 2021 and is available here:
https://www.sec.state.ma.us/pre/prepra/prapdf/950-CMR-32-00-Official.pdf
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